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I often have trouble sleeping but last night was even worse than usual. I kept thinking 

about the conference my boss was sending me to the following day and I didn’t sleep a 

wink. I was tossing and turning all night but nothing. When I got there, I got a message from 

my boss saying he couldn’t come and asking me to please take some notes for him. The 

conference started and… I swear I was trying to pay attention but I was just too tired so I 

kept dozing off. At one point, I had an idea. I could record the conference on my phone and 

then listen to it later. I pressed the record button and I finally fell asleep. I woke up two hours 

later when the conference ended. It was probably all the clapping that woke me up. 

Anyway, I played the recording to make sure it recorded fine and… check this out.           

[Snoring]. That’s right! It’s me! You can only hear me  snoring the whole time, my boss is 

going to kill me!

Have trouble sleeping
Not sleep a wink

Toss and turn
Doze off

Snore

Sleep
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Have trouble sleeping - I often have trouble sleeping.

• If you have trouble sleeping, what parts of sleeping do you normally have problems with? 

Falling asleep, staying asleep or waking up?

• Do you have trouble sleeping?

Not sleep a wink - I didn’t sleep a wink.

• If you haven’t slept a wink? Did you sleep?

• Can you remember a time when you didn’t sleep a wink? Why?

Toss and turn - I was tossing and turning all night.

• If you toss and turn in bed, do you move a lot or not?

• Why would someone toss and turn in bed?

• Do you often find yourself tossing and turning because you can’t fall asleep?

Doze off - I was just too tired so I kept dozing off.

• If you doze off, do you fall into a deep sleep or a light sleep?

• And is dozing off intentional or unintentional?

• Why would you doze off?

• Have you ever dozed off when it wasn’t appropriate?

Snore - You can only hear me snoring the whole time.

• When do you snore? Before or while you are asleep?

• What sound do you make if you snore?

• Why do people snore?

• Do you snore or do you live with someone who snores?


